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1970s and earlier. In 1972 Friedmann and Roblin authored a paper in Science titled "Gene therapy for human
genetic disease?" Rogers (1970) was cited for proposing that exogenous good DNA be used to replace the
defective DNA in those who suffer from genetic defects.. 1980s. In 1984 a retrovirus vector system was
designed that could efficiently insert foreign genes into mammalian chromosomes.
Gene therapy - Wikipedia
Labs. Do the "Allele Frequencies and Sickle Cell Anemia Lab".Read about "The Blue People of Troublesome
Creek," check out the "Blue People" Pedigree, show the "Blue People of Troublesome Creek" PowerPoint
Presentation , and do this associated laboratory activity.Explore the principles of Mendelian genetics with this
"Dragon Genetics" Lab with teacher notes .
Genetics - Awesome Science Teacher Resources
Genetically modified crops (GM crops or biotech crops) are plants used in agriculture, the DNA of which has
been modified using genetic engineering methods. In most cases, the aim is to introduce a new trait to the
plant which does not occur naturally in the species. Examples in food crops include resistance to certain
pests, diseases, environmental conditions, reduction of spoilage ...
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